
Watering should be scheduled between the hours of 6 pm and 8 am.

Watering in the late afternoon or late morning may be detrimental if it extends the time the lawn is 
naturally wet from dew. This extended "dew period" can accelerate disease occurrence.

Adjust the automatic timer after a power outage.

Install a rain shut o� device to your sprinkler system.

The Golden Rule of lawn irrigation is deep and infrequent. 

Watering during the day wastes water to excessive evaporation. 

Do not irrigate to the point of run-o�, where the soil can no longer absorb water, and it flows on 
top of the ground or pavement. This wastes water and does nothing for your landscape.

If your foot is leaving a soggy, mushy, or matted imprint when you walk across your lawn, 
you’ve been going a bit too heavy on the H2O. 

Your lawn will not live up to its 
potential without proper irrigation

Over-watering = 
Surface Runo�

Precipitation
Install a rain shuto� device

Infrequent Watering =
Deep Roots & Drought Resistance

Evaportranspiration = 
Wasted Water

Water between 4pm & 10am 

Over-Watering = 
Shallow Roots

How often should I 
water my yard? 

How often should I 
water my yard? 



Brown Patch
Brown patch is triggered by excessive water. It starts as small irregular circular patches which will grow to 
several feet in diameter as the disease spreads. 

Fairy Ring
Necrotic Ring Spot, commonly known as Fairy Ring, primarily a�ects the roots of turf-grass spreading in hot, 
wet weather. . The disease tends to be more severe on sites with compacted soils. The main symptom of fairy 
ring is a bald ring. However, once it's reached that stage, it's at the full-blown phase of its life-cycle. 

Gray Leaf Spot
Gray leaf spot occurs during summer months from high humidity, periods of rainfall, or over watering. As the 
disease progresses, spots enlarge and become oval to irregular shapes with brown borders and tan to gray 
centers. 

Rust Disease
Rust disease a�ects grass in shaded areas when leaves stay wet. In the first stages of rust disease, light 
yellow flecks will appear on the blades of grass. The flecks become larger spots as it progresses. Infected 
areas appear thin and with a yellow to brown color.

Dollar Spot
Dollar Spot forms small, distinct spots in the grass about the size of a silver dollar. The infection by dollar 
spot can kill the turf all the way to the roots.

Take-All Root Rot
Take-all root rot causes brown, dead patches. Rainfall and over-watering trigger the disease. Leaf symptoms may 
never be noticeable, however by the time symptoms appear, the pathogen has been active on the roots for 
at least two to three weeks.





The Screwdriver Test 
Watering issues and soil compaction are always the first two things we look at..., and a simple screwdriver 
test will speak volumes for both! Take a 4-6" screwdriver and push it into your lawn. If it is di�cult to push 
in all the way, or if you can't push it all the way, you likely have either watering or soil compaction issue, or 
likely both!

As an example, if you calculated an average of half an inch of water from your cans 
over 30 minutes and wet the soil to a depth of three inches, you would need to apply 
1 inch of water to wet the soil to a depth of 6 inches, which means water for an hour.
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